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A NOTE ON THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE OF

LACUNARY FOURIER SERIES

N. V. PATEL AND V. M. SHAH

Abstract. P. B. Kennedy [3] studied lacunary Fourier series whose generating

functions are of bounded variation on a subinterval / of [-», it] and satisfy a

Lispschitz condition of order a on A We show that the conclusion of one of his

theorems on the absolute convergence of Fourier series remains valid when the

function is merely of bounded /■th variation in / and belongs to a class Lip(a, p) in

/. Our results also generalize three theorems of S. M. Mazhar [4].

1. Introduction. Let

00

(1.1) E (a„kCOsnkx + bnisinnkx)
k = \

be the Fourier series of a 27r-periodic function/G L[--n, -n], where {nk} (k g N) is

a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers such that

(1.2) ní + ,-«j^oo    así;-»».

P. B. Kennedy [3] proved the following theorem which recalls a well-known result

of Zygmund [7, p. 136].

Theorem A [3, Theorem V(iv)]. //

(i) {nk } satisfies (1.2),

(n)fis of bounded variation in a subinterval I = [x0 — 8, x0 + 8] of[--n, -n], and

(iii) / G Lip a in I, where 0 < a < 1, then

(1-3) E(k,J + M<oo.
k = \

In [4, Theorem 1] S. M. Mazhar generalized a theorem of Noble [5], obtaining a

variant of Theorem A in which (i) is replaced by a stronger condition, while (ii) is

replaced by the weaker condition that/is of bounded rth variation. In this paper we

prove a generalization of both theorems. The classes of functions we consider are

defined below.
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2. Definitions, (i) For 0 < a < 1 and p > 1, Lip(a, p, I) is defined to be the class

of functions/in L[--n, -n] such that

/ \i/p

U\f(x + h)-f(x)\Pdx\      =0(\h\a)    as/WO.

Evidently Lip a Q Lip(a, p) for every/? > 1.

(ii) Suppose a function/is defined on an interval [a, b] where a *s x0 < xx <

< xn_x < xn < b. We write, as usual,

¿f/(*(W(*,+i) -f(x,),        affix,) = M-lf(xM) - Ùfi-Wx,)    (q > 2),

so that

i

affix,)' Z (-l)'(J)/(*,+,-J-
y = 0

Then/is said to be of bounded rth variation on [a, b] (where r is a positive integer)

if there is a constant M such that

't\Arfix,)\<M
i = 0

whenever x0, xx,...,xn are in arithmetical progression.

It is clear that every function of bounded variation is of bounded rth variation,

but the converse is false, as is pointed out by Mazhar [4].

We prove the following theorems.

3. Results.

Theorem 1. //

(i) { nk } satisfies (1.2),

(ii) / is of bounded rth variation in I, and

(hi)/ G Lip(a, p, I), where 0 < a < \,p > 2, ap > 1, then (1.3) holds.

This theorem clearly generalizes the results of Kennedy and Mazhar referred to in

§1. It may also be compared to a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [2] in which

r = 1,1 = [--n, -n], but lacunarity is not postulated.

The following extensions of Theorem 1 can also be proved; they contain Theo-

rems 2 and 3 of [4].

Theorem 2. //

(i) {nk} satisfies (1.2),

(ii) /satisfies Theorem l(ii), and

(iii)/ G Lip(a, p, I), where 0 < a < 1,p > 2, then

+ \b„\      < oo
k = \
E (k

k=\

for every ß satisfying 2 > ß > 2(p — l)/(2p + ap — 3)
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Theorem 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2,

00

Znî/2(\ank\ + \bn\)<oo
k = \

for ß < iap - l)/2ip - 1).

Observe that, for ß = 1, Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1, and for ß = 0,

Theorem 3 also reduces to Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. We need the following lemmas. Lemma 1 is a special case

of a very general theorem due to Paley and Wiener [6, Theorem XLII']. Lemma 2 is

due to Kennedy [3, Lemma 1]. The result of Lemma 3 is given in the introduction of

the paper [1] by Hardy and Littlewood.

Lemma 1. Suppose the function f g L[--n,-n) has Fourier series (1.1). Ij nk + x — nk

-* oo as k —> oo andfG L2(I)forsomesubintervalIof[--n, it], then f G L2\--n, m].

Lemma 2. (i) Let {Xk} (-oo < k < oo) be a sequence of real numbers satisfying

Xk + X - Xk -» oo (|*| ~* co), Xk + X -Xk> 87T5-1 (8 > 0).

(ii) Let {Ak} (-oo < k < oo) be a sequence of complex numbers such that

L.JAk\sM < oo (0 < s < 1).

(iii) Let

00

■*>(*> x) = E-V|X'le'XiX       (0 < j < 1, -oo < x < oo),
-oo

(iv) Let

4>(x) = L2-\im<t>(s,x)    in I = [x0 - 8, x0 + 8].

Then

oo

ElV<M_1/!*(*)! dx-
-00 '

Lemma 3. Iff g Lip(«, p, I),p > 1, thenf<= LP(I).

Putting n0 = 0, nk = -«_, (* < 0), C„o = 0, Qt = \{am¡¡ - ib„k) (k > 0), and

C„   = C„ k (k < 0), we write (1.1) in the form

00

k = ~oo

Since C„   -♦ 0 as k -> oo,

00

(4.1) E |cJj,,,aI< °°     (o < j < i).
k = -oo

Put

/(*»*)-    E   C^e'"*^1"'1        (0 <J < l,-oo < x < oo).
& = -00
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Now, by Theorem l(iii),/g Lip(a,2, /) and, therefore, by Lemma 3,/g L2(I).

Hence, by Lemma 1,/ g L2[--n, -n], and so, by a known theorem [7, p. 87], it follows

that

(4.2) f(x) = L2-\imf(s,x)        (\x\^-n).
s —* 1

Take integers K, j such that

(4.3) nK>2r-n/8   and   0 <y < 8nK/cl-n.

In the following argument we let r be an even integer; the treatment for odd r is

similar.

Put

2j-n      (r — 2v)-n
(4.4)        g,(*)= E(-ir(;;)/U + ̂ +

v = 0 \

and

2nK

"k*Y. Jink2J
Akj = c«42'sin 2^T' exp

Since \AkJ\ < |C„J2r, it follows from (4.1) that

.00

(4.5) E   M*/kW< oo        (0 <s < 1).
k = -oo

if
00

(4.6) gj(s,x)=    E   Ak/"¿ein*x       (0 <s< l,-oo <x< oo),

we have

*A*)- E(-i)'(r)/*,* + ̂
2;'i-   ,   (r- 2c)t7

,=0 "K 2nK

from which, together with (4.2) and (4.4), we obtain

(4.7) gjix) = L2-\imgj(s,x)    in [x0 - \8, x0 + \8].

We may assume that

(4.8) nk + x- nk> \6-n8~1    for all*.

In view of (1.2), this can be achieved, if necessary, by adding to/(x) a polynomial in

exp(inkx), a process which affects neither the hypothesis nor the conclusion of the

theorem. Hence, putting /, = [x0 - ^8, x0 + \8], we obtain from (4.5)-(4.8) and

Lemma 2 that

E  |4J2<16*-1/ \gj(x)\2dx.rkj\

k = -co

But

A,,  = r .21 sin
'M-I^J^ ""2/1*
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Therefore (4.9) gives

(4.10) E 22'(sin^f |CJ2< 16Ô-1/  \g,{x)\2 dx.
nK/2 \ K I /,

But if \nK < \nk\ < nK, then

sin
™k

2«,

16Ô"1
dx.

Therefore (4.10) reduces to

(4.11) E K\\^~f  \gjix)\

Let/?' = p — 1. Sincep > 2,p'> 1. Define ç by the equation \/p' + 1/^r = 1.

We now denote, by £ , summation over the range 0 <y' < [8nJ%-n] (where [a]

represents the integral part of a). It then follows from (4.11) that

(4,2) --*,»!'¿|C„,f    «Sfl/fcWI^

./ v 'i

where the constant C depends on 8 and r.  C will henceforth denote positive

constants not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

Since 2 = (p' + \)/p' + l/g, an application of Holder's inequality gives

jit\zM)\dx)  yhbA*
(p'+\)/p'+l/q

dx

(p' + i)p'/p~

v/p'

dx

1/A

/ Mx)|1/r,dx
!/<?

= U M*)JJ*    {/, M*)l*}-
This, combined with (4.12), gives

(413)   (,S|CJ) ^(U^'H />wi
Putting^ = x + 2j-n/nK + r-n/2nK in (4.4), we evidently have

?//>'

dx

i

gj(x) = E a, /\y f y
jv + l)ff

„ = o    v    * ■'*'        \ "*

where a0, ax,...,ar_x are constants. Hence, by Minkowski's inequality and condi-

tion Theorem l(iii),

/   llyWfdx
\/p       r-

» = 0
Ekl /
.=o    r'

= o(«¿").

/ b- /b- (^ +1)77

' K
dx
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Also, for |x — x0| < 8/2 and integers y and K satisfying (4.3), the points ^ - v-n/nK

(v = 0,1,... ,r) all lie in [x0 - 8, x0 + 8]. Therefore, if Fis the total rth variation of

/in /, it follows from Theorem l(ii) that

¿Z\gj(x)\^V   for |x - x0| <-Ô.
j

Hence, by (4.13),

2\ *

E \C„k\       ^ Cn-KlnKaP^P'V8 = Cnfpq/p\
»k/2 I

which in turn gives

nK

(4.14) E \C„f < Cn-Kl/q-a"/P'.
"k/2

Let m be a positive integer. Either the set of integers k for which 2"' < \nk\ < 2"' + l

is empty, or there is a member of this set, say K = K(m), which has largest

modulus; and in the latter case, the set is included in the set of k for which

\nK < \nk\ < nK. Moreover, if m is large enough, K satisfies (4.3). Hence, in either

case it follows from (4.14) that

E       (|cj2}<    E     {|c,J2} = oin-s»-"')
2"'<K|«2'" + 1 «k/2«M«»k

= o(2m^~1//q^ap//p^).

Also, by (4.8), the number of terms in the above summation is 0(2m). Hence, by

Cauchy's inequality,

E        K\<{   E        K\\      E        i
2"'<K|«2'" + ' ^2"'<|»t|s:2"' + 1 I        V2"'<|«A.|«2m+1

= o{2m/2^x~ap)/p's>},

so

OO 00

(4.15) E   |C,J < C E 2m{l-ap)/2p'.

k = -cc m = \

Since ap > 1, the series on the right side is convergent. This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

Theorems 2 and 3 can be proved in a similar manner.

Thanks are due to the referee for his useful comments.
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